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A- Language Functions       

1)   Write the form that you would say in each of the following   

       situations: 

1- Your mother is cooking and you like the smell of the food.                                               

2- You are late for class. Apologize. 

3- Your friend won the first prize. 

4- You meet a tourist at the airport. 

5- Ask about the price of a watch you want to buy.  

2)   Supply the missing parts in the following dialogue:  

Bassem and Maged are planning for their summer holiday.  

Bassem  :  …………………………( 1 )………………………? 

Maged     :  How about going to Sharm EL sheikh. 

Bassem  :  Why do you choose this particular place? 

Maged     :  There are many interesting activities to do. 

Bassem  :  Like what? 

Maged     :  …………………………( 2 )……………….…….. . 

Bassem  :  ………………………… ( 3 )……….………….…. ? 

Maged     :  Four days. 

Bassem  :  How much would it cost? 

Maged     :  …………………………( 4 )………………….… .  . 

Bassem  :  How are we going to get there? 

Maged    :  …………………………( 5 )………………….….  . 

 

 

B- Vocabulary & Structure  

 3)  Choose the correct word(s): 

        Nagy was sick and he could not go out. His friends came to …….(1)...........  

        him. They wanted to help him. He sent Ali to the …….(2)....... to get some 

        medicine.  Wael went to get some ……(3)……. at the sweet shop. He asked     

        one of his friends to…..(4)……. him a newspaper from the newspaper-   

        seller and ……(5)……. at the post office. 

1-  a) see                 b) look                 c) watch               d) cross 

2-  a) stadium        b) pharmacy      c) park                  d) grocery 

3-  a) fish                b) fruits               c)candies             d) vegetables 

4-  a) sell                 b) borrow           c) exchange        d) buy 

5-  a) stories          b) stars                c) stamps             d) stickers 

4)  Choose the correct answer: 

1- July is the ……….. month of the year. 

a) seven             b) seventh          c) seventeen        d) seventy 

2- How ……………does the heaviest bag weigh?  

a) much              b) many               c) long                  d) tall 

3- Be quiet .The baby………… 

a) has slept       b) sleeping         c) is sleeping       d) had slept 

4- The plane is expected to arrive ……… half an hour. 

a) on                    b)from                 c) at                       d) in 

5- Have you ever ……….. a lion? 

a) seen                b) see                   c) saw                   d) has seen 
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C- Reading Comprehension 

5)  Read the following passage and then answer the questions: 

The word "sport" first meant something that people did in their free  

time. Later it often meant hunting wild animals and birds. About a  

hundred years ago the word was first used for organized games. This is  

the usual meaning of the word today. People spend a lot of their spare  

time playing football, basketball, tennis and many other sports. Such  

people play because they want to. A few people are paid for the sport  

they play. These people are called professional sportsmen. They may be 

sportsmen for only a few years, but during that time the best ones can  

earn a lot of money. For example, a professional footballer earns a lot of  

money every year. The stars earn a lot more. Perhaps the most  

surprising thing about sportsmen and money is this: the stars can earn  

more money from advertising than from sport. 

A)  Choose the correct answer: 

1- A professional sportsman is someone who …… 

    a) earns a lot of money. 

                    b) plays a sport for a number of years.    

    c) likes sport very much. 

    d) earns money by playing a sport. 

2- The word sport now usually means…………… 

 a) professional games. 

 b) organized games.  

 c) games played during people's spare time. 

 d) hunting wild animals and birds. 

3-  Spare time means ……………. time. 

a) own       b) home        c) free     d) exact 

       B)  Answer the following questions: 

4- How can professional sportsmen earn a lot of money? 

5- Who is your favorite's sportsman? Why? 

 6)  Read the following and fill in the form below:   
My friend Hesham is a teacher. He works in a language school. He has 

got three sons and a daughter. His wife Manal is a housewife. She 
takes care of her husband and children. Mr. Hesham's students like 
him very much because he always helps them with their lessons. 
Mr. Hesham goes to school by bus. 

Name Job Place of work Number of children How he goes to school 

…(1)… …(2)… …….(3)……. ………..(4)………. …………(5)……….. 
D- Writing 

7)  Paragraph: 
        Look at the following table and write five sentences forming     
        a paragraph about (Sham El Nessim) 

 
Wake up time Interesting 

places 
People you go 

with 
Games Food 

Early in the 
morning  
before 
sunrise 

Public 
places / 
gardens / 
parks 

Family 
members / 
friends 

Football / 
riding bicycles  

Salted 
fish / 
onions / 
eggs 

 8)  Letter: 
       Write a letter to your Friend Tom, inviting him to visit Egypt.   
       Your name is Hassan and you live at 58, Ramses street, Cairo Egypt. 

- You can make use of the following points: 
- Write your address and the date. 
- Tell your friend about the places of interest he is going to visit. 
- Tell him about the famous Egyptian food and meals. 
- End your letter in a friendly way. 

 9)  Punctuation: 
        Punctuate the following sentences:    

1- ibrahim married when he was thirty 
2- what has samira drawn 

10)  Orthography: 
           Supply the missing letters in the underlined words in the   
           following sentences: 

1- I think that le- ther is more expensi-e than cl-th. 
2- The farmer so- ed corn near the lak-.  

 

 

 

 
 

 

  

 


